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Abstract. The security of Wireless and Mobile Networks (WN, and
MN, respectively) is crucial for effective deployment in various areas and
applications such as military and business. The existing security solutions
are based on static block /stream cipher to ensure Data Confidentiality
(DC). These solutions require multi-round function, and consequently a
high computing complexity and energy consumption. However, WN or
MN has limited resources that prevent their efficient deployment for a
long period. To overcome the previous challenge, a new kind of cipher
scheme based on a dynamic permutation packets cipher is presented in
this paper to ensure the DC requirements with low computation com-
plexity. Theoretical results show that the proposed algorithm has a re-
duced computational complexity, which can lead to reduce the energy
consumption. It is equally important to note that our proposed solu-
tion could be adapted for other kinds of networks that employ packet
transmission such as vehicular network.

Keywords: Data Confidentiality, dynamic and lightweight cipher, flex-
ible permutation layer, security analysis.

1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are used for many purposes, such as monitor-
ing and collecting data as well as accessing and evaluating such information. In-
deed, WSNs are appearing in enormous disciplines such as: smart houses, build-
ing, environment monitoring, traffic monitoring, military surveillance, health
monitoring, or even in bodies as patient monitoring.

Typically, WSN are consisted of small devices that have the capability to
gather information about their physical environments. WSNs realize the com-
munication among the nodes by a multi-hop routing protocol. Usually, users of
WSNs are divided into two different types (see Fig. 1): Base Station (BS) or
carrier and sensor node. However, the major problem that threatens WSN is
the security, since they are susceptible to several kinds of attacks such as passive
and active attack [1], [2]. The former can seriously impair the confidentiality of
the network, by trying to extract the content of transmitting packets, while the
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Fig. 1. An example of WSNs scheme

latter can damage the network authentication, by inserting, deleting or mod-
ifying the packet contents. One solution to overcome the passive attack, is to
encrypt the transmitted packets among sensor nodes.

Hence, it is necessary to ensure that the transmitted data is secure enough
from any unauthorized access (DC), as well as that data exchange is occurring
only between legitimated parties. With state-of-the-art, low resources, limited
computing power, limited power as well as limited battery lifetime are the main
characteristic of any WSN architecture. Indeed, these limitations pose several
problems from the cryptographic view point and attract many researchers since
existing solutions suffer from the limited battery lifetime, where the battery of
a sensor is depleted rapidly, and consequently terminates the network lifetime.

A block cipher such as AES [3] is used in real implementationwith secure op-
eration modes such as (OFB) and Counter (CTR) [4], which are more suitable
schemes for WSN, where the ciphering process is independent of plain-text, and
can be considered as a stream cipher. However, despite its high level of security,
AES has a high computational complexity since it uses multi-round structure.
The presented implementation in [5] shows that AES decreases rapidly the life-
time of nodes and networks such as in ZigBee [6], WirlessHART [7]. As a con-
clusion, AES is not suitable for WSN platform, since its average performance
has been higher on a range of sensor standard platforms. First, a security Pro-
tocol for Sensor Networks (SPINS) based on a block cipher (AES) in Counter
mode (CTR) is presented in [8]. SPINS offers several security services such as
DC, in addition of low communication overhead (8 bytes per packets). Then,
in [9], a new protocol is presented to replace SPINS, while providing similar
security services and denoted by TinySec [10] and it is the TinyOS security
platform. Furthermore, TinySec suggests to replace AES by other block cipher
based on its performance on WSN nodes such as Skipjack [11], or RC5 [12].
Moreover, Skipjack is used in the majority of well-known security platforms for
WSN in addition, such as in SenSec [13] and TinyKey-Man [14]. The traditional
approach uses the multi-round r function, which can be categorized into two
classes: Feistel Networks (FN) and Substitution-Permutation Networks (SPN).
Indeed, for each round, several simple iterated functions are applied, which re-
quire an important overhead. However, the security level depends on the number
of rounds r, which leads to a trade-off between high security level and required
computational complexity and consequently overhead energy consumption.
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These WSN protocols ensure secure data transmission over the network, but
with a low network performance. Hence, the limitations existed in WSN
prevent the traditional security tools to achieve the security aspect efficiently.
Recently, a new dynamic cipher kinds using dynamic diffusion layers in the
integer Galois field were defined in [15]. After that, an enhanced scheme is defined
in [16] by using binary diffusion matrix that is based on binary bmixing operation
compared to the multiplication operations in integer field that are complex and
large in size, slow in speed, and consume much power.

Furthermore, to achieve a secure WSN, a trade-off between security and per-
formance is presented in existing protection techniques. The security in WSN
suffers from various limitations and vulnerabilities, which encourages to imple-
ment new kinds of packet encryption to achieve a secure data transmission among
sensor nodes with low computation complexity.

To overcome this problem, especially in constrained resources WSN, a new
efficient cipher must involve. From here, comes the idea of our secure cipher
scheme that achieves DC in an efficient manner and with the respect of WSN
characteristics, in particular the throughput and energy consumption. In this
paper, the proposed cipher consists of a dynamic permutation layer for the packet
payload. The permutation process is realized using our modified version of GRP,
which is our second contribution. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 starts by describing our design goals & rationale then presents the
proposed secure scheme, and then defines a new construction technique of key
dependent and a flexible permutation layer based on our modified scheme of GRP
algorithm [17]. Performance and security of the proposed scheme are analyzed
in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 presents our conclusion.

2 The Proposed Secure Scheme

The proposed scheme has been designed with the following goals in mind:

1. Simplicity: As our approach is designed to be applied on sensor nodes,
then it has to cope with the limitations as well as the requirements of the
various kinds of WSN which are often fastest and lowest memory using. Our
approach was also designed with as simple as possible computational oper-
ations in mind, suitable for sensor devices. One round of dynamic permuta-
tion operations makes our proposal efficient on a larger number of software
platforms. The absence of S-box, diffusion, and key expansion makes our
proposal small and efficient in hardware as well.

2. Security against Attacks: In fact, the cipher should provide strong resis-
tance against exhaustive search attacks. A relatively large key size (128 bits)
was therefore chosen for our approach.

In this section, a new efficient and secure permutation scheme is discussed.
Usually, the term efficiency means achieving the security conditions of WN with
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Proposed cipher scheme at the emitter (a) and receiver side (b)

a little amount of time. The proposed scheme overcomes the disadvantages pre-
sented in the previously discussed techniques, and defines new kinds of cipher. In
addition, it ensures a simple implementation when operating with constrained
devices.

Table 1. Dynamic keys generation

1: procedure Key update(Mk, SKc1, adin, i, c1 , c2)
2: if (Ctr2%w == 0) then
3: � Update the session key
4:
5: Ctr1 ← Ctr1 + 1
6: SKCtr1 ← SHA− 512(MK||c1||adin)
7: end if
8: � Produce the dynamic key
9:
10: OCtr2 ← SHA− 512(SKCtr1 ||Ctr1||Ctr2)
11: DKCtr2 ← LSB(Oi, 4× l)
12: return DKCtr2 , SKCtr1 , Ctr1, Ctr2
13: end procedure

First, an extension for the packet header is introduced to express the sequence
number of packets as NP with length equal to 1 byte (optimal value in order
to reduce the trade-off between security and communication overhead). This
header, similar to the sequence number used in IPSec, is involved in the proposed
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key derivation function to provide robustness against replay attacks. Indeed, a
key exchange is supposed to be realized.

2.1 Secure Scheme at Emitter Side

In practical WSNs scenarios, a source node needs to transmit some data denoted
byM . First, at the source side, the required data to be transmitted is divided into
different packets M1, M2, . . . , Mn. The different steps of the proposed scheme
at the emitter side are described below in details:

Dynamic Key Generation. The dynamic key is produced using HASH-CTR
DRBG, where its theoretical security analysis was analyzed in [18] and its
robustness and performance have been proved. Dynamic key approach is used
in our scheme instead of a static key approach in order to overcome the fixed
key problem.

This process is presented in the following pseudo code as in Table 1 and
seen in Fig. 3. In this section, the process of dynamic key generation is deeply
explained starting with the generation of the session keys and ending with the
reconstruction of dynamic keys from each session key.

First, a secret key is agreed between the sensor nodes and the sink. This single
private key called ’Master Key’ is designed by MK. Besides, Ctr1 is a counter
that is incremented for each w packets (w = 251). The Master key MKc1, c1
value and some additional information related to the source/sink node adin are
concatenated together, then hashed using SHA-512 in order to perform at the
end the session key required for the Ctrth1 interval, denoted by SKCtr1. Then,
for each d (with d ≤ w, d = 251) packets, the session key value SKCtr1 is
combined with Ctr1 and Ctr2 values to perform OCtr2 value. Finally, a dynamic
key, denoted by DKCtr2 is obtained directly by truncating 4 × l -bits of Least
Significant Bit (LSB) of OCtr2 . Noting that the size of the Master MKc1 and
session SKc1 keys are 512 bits, while the dynamic key DK has a variable size.

Encryption Cipher Based on Dynamic, Flexible P box. After the dy-
namic key generation, a key dependent permutation layer is fulfilled. The GRP
permutation algorithm is defined in [17], can be considered as simple, flexible,
and efficient in software and hardware implementation that is the reason why
it chooses. In the following, the GRP permutation algorithm, used as a basic
element of our permutation scheme, is described: As in Fig. 4, R1 is the source
array or the original vector, CR is the configuration vector (control register) and
R3 is the destination vector. The basic idea of the GRP instruction is to divide
the index into two groups according to the pseudo-random bit sequence (CR).
If the bit in CR is 0, this index is moved into the first group. Otherwise, this
element is put into the second group.

A modification scheme of GRP is proposed here and described in Table 2. This
modification was done in order to enhance the level of random of permutation
but with acceptable computation. It consists of iterating two times the GRP’s
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Fig. 3. Proposed key derivation function

algorithm for each round of permutation rp. CR and the bitwise complement
of CR, are used as a control register permutation for the first and second time,
respectively. The final permuted vector P box is obtained after rp (round of
permutation). Another contribution is to use different CR for each iteration of
Perm round function.

Table 2. Proposed permutation algorithm

1: procedure Perm(DK, l, rp)
2: � L is the length of input vector
3:
4: P box ← 1 to l
5:
6: for i ← 1 to rp do
7: CRi ← DK[(i− 1)× l : (i− 1)× l − 1]
8: P box = GRP (P box, CRi)
9: P box = GRP (P box, CRi )
10: end for
11: � P box is a dynamic Pbox
12:
13: Return P box
14: end procedure

Where i and (P box[i]) are the original and permuted positions of the in-
put packet, where l represents the size of a packet. This transformation is iter-
ated 4 times to ensure a good cryptographic performance (see Fig. 6). Hence,
as result 4 control registers are needed to be used to calculate Pbox. In this
context, the dynamic key DK of size 4 × l bits is divided into 4 components
CR = CR1, CR2, CR3, CR4 each of size of l bits, and used for its correspond-
ing iterations. Indeed, this transformation requires for each iteration a control
parameter CRi, i = 1, 2, . . . , rp and each one can be obtained directly from
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Fig. 4. Example of the proposed permutation PERM algorithm with l = 8

DK. After producing the Pbox., each element of the packet contents is per-
muted by using its correspondent permuted index and the permutation process
is applied byte-by-byte as seen below:

c[i] = m[P box[i]] (1)

where m[i] and c[i] are the i − th original and encrypted (permuted) byte of
packets respectively. Pbox[i] is a permutation coefficient for the ith elements.
After applying the permutation process, the output encrypted payload C is the
permuted encrypted packets.

2.2 The Proposed Secure Scheme at the Receiver Side

The different steps of the proposed scheme at the receiver side are described
below:

1. The receiver buffering model sorts the packet stream into packets according
to their NP .

2. then, DK is generated using the same approach, that was investigated at
the emitter side.

3. After that, the destination produces the inverse secret permutation process
Pbox

−1 by using the same permutation scheme but applied in reverse order
of control parameters.

After producing the Pbox−1, each element of the encrypted packet contents
is permuted by using its correspondent inverse permuted index as seen below:

d[i] = m[P box−1[i]] (2)

where c[i] and d[i] are the i − th encrypted (permuted) and decrypted byte of
packets respectively. Pbox−1[i] is an inverse permutation coefficient for the ith el-
ements. After applying the process of inverse permutation, the output decrypted
payload D is the original content of packet.
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Fig. 5. Original and Permuted indexes for a random produce dynamic P-box in a
matrix form with l = 128
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Fig. 6. Variation of the average of ρ of the recurrence of producing P-boxes versus rp
for 1000 random dynamic keys

3 Cryptographic Strength and Performance

3.1 Cryptographic Performance of the Proposed Dynamic
Permutation Layer

The performances of the proposed dynamic permutation scheme should be quan-
tified in order to demonstrate its safe implementation. Indeed, a new criterion,
which is the coefficient correlation (described in [19]) between the recurrence of
permuted vector ((P box(t), P box(t + 1), t = 1, 2, . . . , l − 1) is used in or-
der to quantify the round number of permutations rp. These tests were applied
for nk = 215 random dynamic keys. Fig. 6 shows the average of the coefficient
correlation between the recurrence of permuted index versus rp for l = 116,
which is the maximum length of the payload in WSN. It is clear that for rp ≥ 4,
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the coefficient correlation becomes close to zero (ideal value). Consequently, rp
should be 4, and the choice of this value is justified.

3.2 Key Sensitivity

Sensitivity refers to a huge change in the cipher-text, responding to a slight
change in the keys K. The sensitivity of K is analyzed for 1000 random keys,
using the percent Hamming distance PH that is calculated between two vectors
X and Y with the same length l as following:

PH =

∑l
j=1 Byte2Bin(Xj ⊕ Yj)

l × 8
× 100% (3)

In this case, the sensitivity of K becomes as follows:

KSw =
EKw, IV (M)⊕ EK′

w, IV (M)

l × 8
× 100%

=

∑l
j=1 Byte2bin(Cw

j ⊕ Cw′
j )

l × 8
× 100% (4)

where Cw, C
′
w are the corresponding cipher packets using Kw and K ′

w respec-
tively. All the elements of K ′

w are equal to those of Kw, except one element,
which is the random Least Significant Bit (LSB), which was flipped to show the
sensitivity of the scheme with a little change in key. Fig. 8, show the sensitivity
of the secret key and its distribution, where only a LSB is changed on the secret
key versus 1000 random keys for initial and enhanced scheme.

Additionally, Fig. 7-b shows the percent of hamming distance PH between
original and permuted packet. From these figures, it can be seen that the ma-
jority of samples are close to the optimal value in bit level (50%). Therefore,
we can consider that the proposed cipher block is strong enough to make the
chosen/known plain-text attacks ineffective, while a dynamic key is used for each
input packet.

3.3 Cryptanalysis

A cryptographic scheme is considered secure if it can resist attacks. The crypto-
graphic security of our scheme relies on two properties:

- The use of a dynamic key (using counter mode).
- The unpredictability and high sensitivity of the secret permutation layer P .

However, all the packet contents are permuted via the dynamic secret permu-
tation layer Pbox, at the source node before transmitting, and the intermediate
nodes have no knowledge about DK. Thus, making the reconstruction of the
original packet content very difficult.
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Fig. 7. The variation of the coefficient correlation between the original and encrypted
contents packets (a) and PH between plain and cipher-packet (b) versus 1000 random
dynamic keys respectively, with l = 116

Moreover, in Fig. 7-a, the average coefficient correlation between the original
and encrypted packets for 10000 different secret permutation layers is shown.
These results indicate that no detectable correlation exists between the original
and its corresponding cipher packets which indicates that our proposal ensure
security against statistical attacks. This discussion is presented in order to prove
that the cryptographic security of our proposal is similarly powerful like tradi-
tional cryptographic solutions, and moreover, it ensures computational difficul-
ties for a global attack to recover any meaningful information. Additionally, the
proposed scheme works on dynamic manner, which means that the use of special
encrypted packets will not lead to obtain any useful information about dynamic
key and consequently about the session and master key respectively. Therefore,
the key space of the master or the dynamic key of our scheme is sufficiently large
to make the brute-force attack unfeasible. Moreover, the key space of the master
keys is 2128.

Besides, using the dynamic key method will limit the ability of the attackers
to break our proposed scheme. The sensitivity of the master and dynamic keys
is proved since our proposed scheme uses the cryptographic keyed hash function
SHA− 512.

3.4 Flexibility and Execution Time

Our proposed scheme ensures the flexibility against the packet length l, while it is
able to extend (increase/decrease) the length of the payload. On the other hand,
the execution time is a very important factor for any cipher algorithm, since
less computational time means low computation complexity, and consequently
less energy consumption and minimum resource requirements for ciphering/
deciphering process. This is considered as paramount for practical importance,
especially for recent kinds of networks, where huge amounts of data are trans-
mitted. The computation complexity of the proposed permutation cipher is O (l)
in addition to the process of generation of P-box, which is also linear (O (l)).
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Fig. 8. The sensibility results for change a random LSB bit of the secret key versus
1000 random keys (a) and its corresponding density function (b)

Let us note that an iteration of unkeyed hash function SHA-512 (with small
input block 512 bits) is also required for each input packet (high level of secu-
rity), or for a set of packets (depend on the configuration). This shows that the
proposed method is sufficiently fast for applications and especially for real time
constraint applications.

4 Conclusion and Perspectives

Security in MN and WN becomes more and more crucial, due to the vastness use
of this field such as WSN. The existing schemes using cryptographic algorithms
cannot achieve a low execution time for high security level such as AES. In fact, a
new security scheme has been proposed and realized to ensure safe data exchange,
while providing less complexity and consequently less energy consumption. After
that, simulation results are discussed and analyzed to validate the robustness of
the proposed packet encryption scheme, its degree of randomness, and its key
sensitivity as well as its cryptographic strength against different traditional and
physical attacks (dynamic keys). These results indicate a significant improvement
compared to AES, which leads to achieve the required security level with lower
computational complexity. Indeed, our proposed scheme can be well deployed in
any kind of networks, and also it appears to be adequate for the use with real
time application with constrained devices.
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